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Abstract. The spectral radius of a Coxeter transformation is shown to be an

eigenvalue which can be expressed in terms of lengths of certain positive roots of

the corresponding valued graph. This result is used to determine the Gelfand-Kiril-

lov dimension of the preprojective algebras: This dimension is equal to 0, 1 or co

according to whether the underlying graph is Dynkin, Euclidean or otherwise.

Let C = (Cy) be an « X « Cartan matrix, that is c„ = 2 for 1 < i < n, c¡¡ ¥= 0 if

and only if c-¡ ¥= 0, and c,-, < 0 is integral for all i ¥=j. Throughout the paper, C is

assumed to be indecomposable and its graph not to be Dynkin. Recall that the

associated (in general, not symmetrizable) valued graph is given by n vertices and

edges i •—•/ with valuation (-cm -c,,) for i ¥=j and c« ¥= 0 (and with no loops); see

[3].
Definition. The reflections rs G GL(C), 1 < s < n, are defined by rsx = y =

(y,), where y¡ = x¡ for i i* s and^ = -xs — 2, chx¡. The element c = rn ■ ■ ■ r2rx is

called a Coxeter transformation.

Note that with a c, also c~x is a Coxeter transformation (corresponding to a

Cartan matrix obtained from C by a permutation of rows and columns). Recall

that the spectral radius of a linear transformation c is the maximal |X| of all

eigenvalues X of c. The degree d(X) of an eigenvalue A of c is the maximal size of the

Jordan X-blocks of c.

Proposition 1. 77te spectral radius p of c is an eigenvalue of c and d(p) > d(\)for

all eigenvalues X of c with \X\ = p.

The proof of Proposition 1 follows from Theorem 3.1 of J. S. Vandergraft [8], as

soon as we construct a (closed) cone with nonempty interior in R" which is mapped

by c into itself. In fact, we shall consider c~x instead of c. The authors are indebted

to L. Eisner for helpful discussions concerning eigenvalues of linear transforma-

tions.

Remark. Applying Proposition 1 to c~x, we conclude that there is an eigenvalue

1/p' of c with the least absolute value and d(\/p') > d(X) for all eigenvalues X of c
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with |A| = 1/p'. If the Cartan matrix is symmetrizable, then p' = p. For, then a

quadratic form is defined which is c-invariant. For nonsymmetric Cartan matrices,

in general p' ^= p. If C defines a Euclidean graph, then p' = p = 1 [3] and therefore

all eigenvalues he on the unit circle. This is, of course, also trivially true when C

defines a Dynkin graph (for, c is of finite order). In the case that C defines a tree,

sharper results on the eigenvalues of the corresponding Coxeter transformations

were obtained by N. A' Campo [1] and V. F. Subbotin and R. B. Stekolscik [7];

however, they do not generalize to the general situation of nonsymmetrizable

matrices.

Define the preprojective vectors (or "preprojective roots") p(s, t), 1 < s < n,

t > 0, of C by

p(s, t) = c-'rxr2---rs_xs,

where s = (Sh),. For x = (x,) G C, we write |x| = 2,|x,|.

The fact that the graph defined by C is not Dynkin is equivalent to the statement

that all p(s, t) are distinct. This, in turn, is equivalent to the statement that all

p(s, t) are positive; see [3].

Now, define the (preprojective) closed cone K as the closed convex hull of all

p(s, t). Clearly, c~xK G K. Moreover, since the projective vectors (p(j, 0) | 1 < s <

n} form a basis of C, the interior K° of K is nonempty.

Proposition 2. For any p = p(s, t), we have

p =  lim V|c"mp| .

Remark. The limit

lim ^|c"mx|

clearly measures the growth of the vector x with respect to c and can be called the

"growth number" of x; or, if x = dim X for some module X, the growth number of

X. (In general, one may consider dim(Tr D)mX instead of c~m dim X and call

lim7|dim(Tr7))'n^|

the growth number of X [7].)

Corollary. All preprojective vectors have equal growth number. If the graph

defined by C is Euclidean, this number is equal to 1. If the graph is neither Dynkin

nor Euclidean, it is greater than 1.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let e,y, 1 < i < q, 1 < j < n¡, be a Jordan basis of C

with respect to which c'x is the product of q Jordan n¡ X n¡ matrices of the form
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moreover, in view of Proposition 1, we assume that p = Xx > \X¡\ for all eigenvalues

A,, 1 < i < q. Thus

here e, r = 0 for r < 0. Let p = 2(J a¡je¡jl consequently,

',7

Now, take ¿7 = max d(X¡) and sm = (¿); thus, for large /w, \/sm • (") < 1 for all

e^_, 9* 0. Consequently, since

m—»oo

"V-

lim V5^ = 1,
m—»oo

m.- m.-

lim V|c-mp| = Xx lim V|£-mp|/jmXí"

-*ÄV2M\A.f ¿ = Xt = P-
»   ',7

As an application of the previous results, we are going to determine the

Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of the preprojective algebra 11(911) of a modulated

graph 9H (see [4]).

Theorem. 77ie Gelfand-Kirillov dimension Dim IICDR,) of the preprojective algebra

nCDIL) of a modulated graph 91L is equal to 0 // the graph defined by 91L is Dynkin, 1

if it is Euclidean and oo otherwise.

Remark. Thus, choosing a particular admissible orientation ß of <D\t,

Dim IT(91L) = 0 if the respective tensor algebra ÄCD1L, ñ) is of finite representation

type, Dim 17.(911) = 1, if 7?(<DH, fl) is of tame representation type and Dim 11(911)

= oo otherwise (that is if 7?(91t, ß) is of wild representation type).

Proof of theorem. For the calculation of the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of

n = 11(911), we need a finite-dimensional /c-subspace V of II which generates II.

Choose an admissible orientation ß, and let R = 7?(91l, ß). Then R is a finite-di-

mensional hereditary A>algebra, and 11^ decomposes into the direct sum of all

preprojective right 7?-modules, each occurring with multiplicity one:

nR = e   e p(s, t);
t>0   \<s<n

see [4]. Let

Vm =    0        0    P(s,t);
0<Km   Ki<n

then Vo can be identified with RR and we put V = Vx. It follows from [4] that

ym+l   =   ym.yX      fo|. jQl m>

[Namely, we can identify P(s, t) with

0    Hom(P(r, 0), P(s, t)),
l<r<n

and in this way, we see that the product P(s, t) P(s', t') is contained in P(s', t + t')

and that any element of P(s', t + 1) can be written as a sum of elements from the

various products P(s, t) P(s', 1) with 1 < s < n.]
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Let/= max1<i<n dim, Fs; here, 7^ are the division rings given in the modula-

tion 911. Thus,/is the maximal ^-dimension of a simple 7?-module, and therefore

¡dim M\ < dim, M < /|dim M\

for any R -module M. This shows that we may consider

m-»oo 1°Sm

instead of

_    log dim, K«

log m

in the definition of the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. Now,

m n m        n

|dim Vm\ = 2    2 |dim P(s, 0| = 2    2 |p(*> 0|
/=0   j=0 f=0   i-0

> |p(i, m)\ = |c-mp(s, 0)|    for any I < s < n.

Now,

,-       log|p(j, "01 _   ,• w      log|p(j, "01_
lim    —:-=   lim    ■:-= 00,

m-»oo Jog m m-»oo   log m m

since

lim   toglPC*» w>l - tog p
m-»oo m

by Proposition 2. Hence, if the graph defined by 91L is neither Dynkin nor

Euclidean, we see that Dim II = oo.

In the case that the graph is Euclidean let h be the standard homogeneous

vector; thus h is the minimal positive integral vector stable under c. Furthermore,

there is a natural number u such that

c"x = x + 9(x)h

for some linear functional 8 (called the defect); see [3]. In this case, we use the

subspace W = Vu~x in place of V; thus, Wm = *""<«-»>. Let d = 9(dim W). Then

dim Wm = dim W + (m - 1) i/h,

and therefore

because

Dimn=iim l*Lin = 1;
m-»oo log m

iog(m - 1) rf|h| _

log/M

If the graph of 91L is Dynkin, trivially Dim II = 0.

Remark 1. In their paper, W. Borho and H. Kraft [2] define the superdimension

DIM A of an algebra A as

log log dim* Vm
lim

m^oo log m
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It is easy to see that DIM Il(91c) = 0 if the graph defined by 91L is Dynkin or

Euclidean, and that DIM 11(911) = 1 otherwise.

Remark 2. We also note the analogy to a theorem of V. Kac [9] which asserts

that the Lie algebra associated to a Cartan matrix C is of finite growth if and only

if C is Dynkin or Euclidean. However, whereas the theorem of Kac measures really

the increase of the dimensions of the root spaces for the imaginary roots (all others

have dimension 1), the theorem above measures the increase of the components of

certain real roots with respect to a fixed basis of the root system.
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